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Parking Lot

During the presentation, you may have

questions.  Please place them on hold

until the end and we will have a Q and A

session for any and all questions that You

may have!

Unfortunately, we will not be able to look

into any personal pay issues you may

be experiencing but you can reach out to 

the Client Contact Center (CCC) directly!
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Employees should always be aware of how & when they get 
paid. Although compensation specialists are responsible 
to pay us, employees play a big role in ensuring that 

money received has been delivered correctly.

Remember

✓ Check your Pay Stubs Regularly!
✓ Check your online pay file with every employment change!

✓ Call the CCC if you have concerns!

Let’s check out the types of things you may
encounter throughout your career in the

Government of Canada.

Course Overview
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By the end of this course, You should be able to:

• Understand where to find your pay stub online.

• Identify and understand the basic deductions you may see on your 

pay stub.

• Understand how the Canadian Pension Plan works

• Understand how increments and step progressions work

• Know when to expect and/or understand fluctuations in 

Your pay.

• Understand the basics of an Emergency Salary Advance.

Course Overview
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Let’s Start With The Where!

So, Where can you 
find your paystubs?
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MyGCPay

Viewing your paystub is quite easy, once you know where to look! The place

to start is MyGCPay!

MyGCPay is a web tool for all federal government employees. 

It gives you a simpler, centralized view of your pay and benefits 

information. It pulls information from various sources (like 

Phoenix) into one easily accessible tool.

You can use MyGCPay to:

• view current information about your pay and benefits

• print documents such as tax slips and proof of employment

• monitor open enquiries and cases (if your current or former 

department was served by the Pay Centre)

• view historical information, related to paycheques, benefit plans, tax 

slips, enquiries and Pay Centre cases dating back to 2016.

Please Note: To use MyGCPay, you must first log in through 
the myKEY internal network.
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MyGCPay

There should be a link  to MyGCPay in your department’s HR tools 

(such as the “eHRTool” at PSPC) but if you have trouble locating it, 

you can simply Google “MyGCPay” while on the government 

network.

Once you log in, you should be able to see your personal page!
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MyGCPay-Locating Your Stubs

At the top of the main page, you will navigate to the “pay” tab. The most current stub will be fully visible/open 

on the page. You can find and open older stubs in the list located directly under the current one.

Current
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MyGCPay-Reading Your Stubs

Here is a breakdown of all the elements seen of your pay stubs.

1 2 3

54 6

7 8 9

10

11

1. Pay Date (when your cheque was deposited)

2. Pay Period (days being paid out on your cheque)

3. Breakdown of earnings, taxes and deductions

4. Employee Information

5. Cheque information (including cheque #)

6. Bank information (How pay was delivered to EE)

7. Earnings Tab (as seen in image above)

8. Tax Tab (breakdown of taxes deducted from pay)

9. Deductions Tab (Deductions currently being paid)

10.Year to Date earnings (amount currently earned in the 

current tax year)

11. Itemized list of earnings (basic pay, allowances etc.)
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MyGCPay-Reading Your Stubs

The tax tab will show you the amounts you are paying towards Canadian Income 

Tax, Employment Insurance, Canadian Pension Plan, plus any additional taxes you 

may be subject to, dependent on your place of residency (i.e. Quebec Income Tax 

etc.)

The deductions tab will show you the amounts you and your employer are 

contributing towards Pension, Health/Dental Care, Disability Insurance, Union Dues, 

Existing Overpayments or any other deficiencies or items in arrears that may need to 

be deducted “at the source”
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What About When and How?

?

When am I paid and How do 
I get my funds?....OH! And 
how much am I getting!?
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Pay Day

Employees are paid on a bi-weekly basis. This means you will be paid every two 

weeks, on a Wednesday. 

How Much?

You are usually already aware of your salary before you start working, as it is usually 

discussed and included in the Letter of Offer (LOO). 

It is important to note that government employees are paid two weeks in 

arrears*. 

GOC Employees are paid via direct deposit. You will not receive a physical, 

paper cheque unless there is an error with your banking info in the system.

BUT WHAT IF SOMETHING’S WRONG?!
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Gross vs Net
Taxes

Almost everyone pays taxes. Taxes are used to help fund public services and allow you to take 

advantage of them. Taxes at the GOC are usually deducted from your “Gross Pay”. Generally, 

the taxes you will be subject to will be dependent on where you live (vs where you work.)* 

What about Deductions?

The details of the term you are working will dictate which benefits and programs you will be 

eligible for. These benefit contributions, along with any union dues will be collected from your 

overall gross pay. 

Your earnings, minus taxes and deductions is referred to as your “NET” Pay.

Most of Canada

Canadian Income Tax

Employment Insurance

Canada Pension Plan

Quebec

Quebec Income Tax

Quebec Pension Plan

Quebec Insurance Plan

Quebec Sales Tax
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Deductions (continued)

Here are some of the standard deductions that employees of the 

Government of Canada may see on their pay.

PSSA: Pension. Deducted from certain termed/indeterminate employees’ pay

SDB: Supplementary Death Benefit. A pension related benefit, in the occurrence of death. If you pay

towards pension, you will pay towards SDB.

DI/LTD: Disability Insurance. Insurance used when you are unable to work due to illness or disability. 

PSHCP: The Public Service Healthcare Plan. Usually deductions are “Employer only” unless you select

one of the higher-level plans. 

DCP: Dental Care Plan. This is an “Employer only” deduction

Union: If eligible, you will be assigned a union, as it pertains to your role. Some common unions are

PSAC, PIPSC and CAPE.

Keep in mind, an employee’s status as a continuous employee, a represented employee and the 

terms of their employment will dictate if and when deductions will start. 
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A Few Random Questions Before We Go

?
?
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CPP…What’s The Deal?

So we have spoken about the Canadian Pension Plan in the tax section but what does that
actually entail?

?
? CPP provides income replacement to contributors and their

families in the event of retirement, disability or death.

You continue to pay towards your CPP on every pay cheque

until you have reached the yearly maximum. This amount can

fluctuate from year to year.

You can find the yearly maximum amount online by googling it,

whenever you need it.

The 2023 amount is $3,754.45, or 5.95% of your salary (less

a $3,500 exemption), whichever is more.
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Why Is My Pay Different This Time?

I just looked at my Pay. I usually get $1346.56 every cheque. This time I only 
received $1186.72….WHAT GIVES!?!?!?

Many things can affect your pay. Sometimes you will receive 

more than you expect and sometimes you could receive 

less. Here are some common causes for fluctuating pay.

• You have become eligible for benefits/plan deductions

• You took leave and are not earning leave credits

• You had an overpayment of less than 10% of your gross pay 

and recovery was actioned.

• You had benefit deficiencies that are now being recovered

• It is a pay period plus (3 pay days in a month) so you only 

have to pay certain deductions on two of those pay days

• You received a step progression or increment. 
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Increments?

You just mentioned increments and step progressions. What are they and how 
do I know when I will be getting one of those? 

A pay increment increases your pay rate to the next highest pay 

rate on the pay scale. 

Additionally, every year you will receive a “cost of living” increase.

You will see the specific date it comes into effect in “Rates of Pay” 

section of your collective Agreement.

You can find your next increment date under your 

classification and salary info on the main page of MyGCPay.
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No Pay?

AHHH!!! It’s pay day and I just checked my bank account….where is my 
money!? Nothing was deposited and no one contacted me to say there would be 

an issue. What am I going to do!?

Unfortunately, not all “No Pay” situations are incorrect but if you 

meet the criteria, you can ask your manager about an ESA 

(Emergency Salary Advance). 

ESAs are issued by your department and are payments given to 

mend the gap, while you wait for compensation advisors to review 

the situation. These payments can cover up to 66% of your 

normal, biweekly gross pay.

Remember, ESAs are a great solution but always make sure 

you read up on the terms surrounding them, beforehand.
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Questions?


